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Abstract — Computational feature recognition is an essential component for intelligent systems to sense the objects and environments. This paper proposes a novel conceptual model, named Ambiance Signal Processing (AmSIP), to identify objects’ features when they are not directly accessible by sensors. AmSIP analyzes the surrounding and ambiance of objects/subjects collaboratively to recognize the object’s features instead of concentrating on each individual and accessible object. To validate the proposed model, this study runs an experiment with 50 participants, whose emotional state variations are estimated by measuring the surroundings features and the emotions of other people in the same environment. The results of a t-Test on the data collected from this experiment showed that users’ emotions were being changed in a course of time during the experiment; however, AmSIP could estimate subjects’ emotions reliably according to the environmental characteristics and similar patterns. To evaluate the reliability and efficiency of this model, a collaborative affective computing system was implemented using keyboard keystroke dynamics and mouse interactions of the users whose emotions were affected by different types of music. In comparison with other conventional techniques (explicit access), the prediction was reliable. Although the developed model sacrifices a minor accuracy, it earns the superiority of uncovering blind knowledge about the subjects out of the sensors’ direct access.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objects around us make the environment, and their features provide the ambiance. The objects have a mutual influence on each other since they contain energy and transmit their energy to other objects nearby. The human being is also considered as an object in the environment. Consequently, other objects impact human characteristics including emotions, actions, thoughts, and decisions. A human being is exploring the objects and their characteristics to make a pleasant environment and to enhance their own lifestyle [1]. For example, businesses make the best ambiance as possible for their employees to improve their performance, or another example is designing efficient websites and online advertisements, which resonate with the users effectively, and finally result in a possible conversion. In general, there is a mutual relation between the objects of the same or similar clusters. Therefore, recognition of objects’ features and characteristics can help to estimate the other objects’ characteristics, which are in the same cluster or nearly similar clusters [2]. The objects of a cluster may vary in type, but they share some similar features or affects. For instance, all objects in a room can be in the same cluster, even though they are not the same or similar objects. In this example, location is the mutual feature of all objects in a cluster. Not only the mutual features but also the mutual affect of features can be used for clustering the objects. This is especially useful when there is no access to all objects, or it is very time-consuming or expensive to investigate all objects around.

Computational feature recognition is useful in many areas such as Artificial Intelligence. Intelligent systems rely heavily on feature recognition techniques to sense and process the environment (such as users, behaviors, images, audio, etc.) to learn and to make proper decisions. Recognizing the features of an object is an essential step for an intelligent system to understand the object.

For decades, researchers have tried to recognize the object features by using different sensors and employing complex mathematical techniques. Sometimes, there is no direct access to the objects, and the system cannot interact with the object (or the user) directly and explicitly. In the absence of direct access, analysis of the environment and the objects nearby can shade away from the out of reach objects [3].

Previously, the similar estimation for feature recognition was possible based on the statistical models (e.g. k-NN algorithm), but the result was a generalized outcome about a group of objects based on the other objects of the same class with a similar type, similar features. Therefore, extracting a feature of a specific object was not simply possible by statistical models, especially when there was no data space of the objects of the same class.

In this study, Ambiance Signal Processing (AmSIP) is proposed to overcome this problem. AmSIP estimates a specific object’s properties by considering and analyzing the other relevant objects (not necessarily similar) nearby in the same environment. The main contribution of this research is proposing a conceptual model to:

- Recognize an object’s features (e.g. user’s emotion), when there is no direct access to the object,
- Identify the other possible available objects and their features in a place, while there are no means to do so.

Affective Computing (AC) is the study of recognizing, interpreting, processing, and simulating human emotions. We considered an AC system via the analysis of the user interactions as a case study. This system has been validated by t-Test and evaluated by Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). This model has improved the performance of the system by providing more relevant information to estimate the object’s features. AmSIP works based on the analysis of social signals of the social relations [4] in social signal processing (SSP) [5, 6], in which the users share the same location proximity. The achieved results are superior in comparison with the conventional models and methodologies which only concentrate on the objects alone to extract the features. In this case study, AmSIP estimates individual users’
emotional arousal according to the environmental sound and the other users at the same location when there may not be direct access available to the user. The system has been developed based on the music and users’ interaction with mouse and keyboard in order to analyze the details of the environment and ambiance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the following section, a background study on affective computing is discussed. In section 3, the conceptual model is introduced. Then, in section 4, it follows with the experimental setup to validate the proposed model. In section 5, the results of the experiment are discussed.

II. AFFECTIVE COMPUTING

AC is one of the challenging, but yet addressable issues which has been receiving a high amount of attention from the researchers in computer science during recent years. Many computer games, applications, and security issues can be healed and tackled with human emotions to improve Human-Computer Interactions (HCI) [3, 7, 8]. There are many techniques and methods available to recognize the human emotions explicitly such as facial expression recognition [9], audio/speech signal processing [10], NLP, Electroencephalography (EEG) [11], heart rate [12], skin conductance [13], etc.

To the best of our knowledge from the current literature on AC, there is no research about how to recognize an individual user’s emotions if there is no means of access (e.g. physical, visual, auditory, etc.) to the user. In other words, the user out of a sensor’s access will remain a mystery for AC.

As it has been stated earlier, previously statistical analysis was being used to estimate the features of a group based on the other groups. But these methods cannot be simply used in AC. Because based on statistics, estimation is usually about a group rather than an individual, and the target group should be in the same class. Also, simple statistical models usually fail to estimate the user’s emotions and behaviors accurately [14]. Even though the statistical model shares some basics with AmSiP, it simply ignores the features and affects of the other objects of different types and the environments. However, AmSiP proposes a solution to this problem, which will be discussed in the next section.

HCI is a very important discipline in AC. The style of typing (keystroke dynamics), mouse movement patterns and touch interactions can also reflect the user’s emotions [15]. Different emotions make different styles and patterns of interaction by users, while the users are interacting with computers [16]. In this paper, implicit AC by user interaction analysis is conducted as a case study to validate the proposed model.

III. CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF AMSiP

When data and objects are in the same place together, some similar behaviors and parameters are expected to manifest themselves. As a very simple example, most of the people in a festival are expected to be happy. This phenomenon is also applicable to the data. Data mining techniques, machine learning algorithms, and such similar methods are following the same concept. They learn patterns of data, therefore, they can forecast and make decisions for future similar events. A primary set of data, training set, is used for learning purposes. Then there is a new set of data, a test set, which is independent of values from the training set, but dependent on the behaviors of the training set. Therefore, the test set is expected to show the same reaction, and to produce the output similar to the training set. The dependency of data, which may be collected from different people or objects, is in relation to the environment of data collection. When the whole data is collected from a specific cluster, the data interrelations would be increased.

AC has been represented as an application for AmSiP in this research. Fig. 1 resembles the scenario of the model where several people are exposed to an environment consisting of different objects such as music and lighting. Among these people, only two of them are interacting directly with the computers, three of them have no interactions with the available computers but they are accessible, and one is absolutely out of the sensors’ scope. In this case, AmSiP tries to estimate the emotions of those four people who are not interacting with the computer individually including the one who is out of the sensors’ access.

AmSiP model is defined by Surroundings and Environments. All surroundings (Sur$_n$) belongs to the global group of the environment (Env) defined in Eq. 1.

$$\{ \exists O_1, \ldots, O_N \in \text{Sur} \} \cup \{ \exists \text{Sur}_1, \ldots, \text{Sur}_n \in \text{Env} \} \quad (1)$$

Objects are identified as $O$, where $i$ and $j$ are the indices of set $N$ objects. Each Sur$_n$ contains objects which are similar in the features (f) (Eq. 2) and in their affects (Eq. 3).

$$f (O_i \in \text{Sur}_n) \approx f (O_j \in \text{Sur}_n) \quad (2)$$

$$\text{Affect}(O_i \in \text{Sur}_n) \approx \text{Affect}(O_j \in \text{Sur}_n) \quad (3)$$

The objects in a different surrounding group may not share similar features or affects. The average of each feature ($f_i$) of an object in a surrounding can be denoted as $F_i$, which is relatively the value for the same feature of the object $n$. Thus, the feature of an object in a surrounding of $N$ can be calculated by Eq. 4.

$$F(\text{Sur}_n) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i \cdot \overrightarrow{O_n} \cdot \overrightarrow{O_i} + \beta \cdot \text{Affect}_n \cdot \text{Affect}_i}{n} \quad (4)$$

Two parameters of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are user-defined gain values between 0 and 1, which are used as a weight for each feature or affect. These values can also be calculated based on other factors (such as appraisal models to calculate $\beta$) or through machine learning methods.

At last, $F(O_N)$ can be predicted by using the features and affects of the other objects in the surrounding, as in Eq. 5.

$$F(O_N) = f_i(O_n) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} f_j(O_n \in \text{Sur}_n) \quad (5)$$
EXAMPLE. Here is a simple example to understand the above equations. Let us assume that there is a user which its emotion and gender are unknown to the system. However, the system has access to the user’s environment (his/her room) via a camera. In the recorded images, there are two identical objects: red lipstick and a glass of wine on the desk. According to the lipstick presence, it can be estimated that the user might be a female, but the presence of the lipstick does not show any significant affect on the user. Therefore, in this example for the lipstick \(a\) (which is for the object’s features) is higher than \(\beta\) (which shows the weight of the object’s affect). The second object is a glass of wine. This object’s features do not represent any useful information about the gender of the user, however, it can have a pleasant affect on the user [17]. Therefore, the \(\text{Affect(wine)} = \text{pleasure}\). In this case, the \(\beta\) value is much higher than \(a\). Selecting the correct values can predict more reliable and accurate results based on how effective the features and affects are.

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP

In order to assess the feasibility and evaluate the precision and accuracy of the proposed model in this research, AmSiP estimates individual users’ emotional arousal implicitly according to the environmental sound and the other users at the same location when they are not directly accessible to the sensors. Here, we developed a prototype system to process the music played in the environment, and the users’ interaction with a mouse and keyboard in order to analyze the details of the environment and ambiance.

AmSiP was tested by building a user profile of 50 users, 25 males and 25 females with an average age of 23 years old, in a 2-hour session. Participants were clustered into two groups of 25 people randomly. They were asked to sit in a computer laboratory and to work with computers regularly for a minimum of 2 hours. They had few options, to read some emotionally neutral textbooks or websites, plus surfing the social networks.

The computers available in the laboratory were equipped with the prototype application developed by C#.NET to record the user’s keyboard keystroke dynamics, mouse features (e.g. mouse clicks, mouse movements, mouse sleepiness) and their self-reported emotions after 15 minutes, one hour and two hours. The recorded features consisted of time intervals between the features of interactions.

At the beginning of the test, they verified their neutral emotion. In order to make the environment suitable for the experiment, two sets of music were prepared. Set 1 was a collection of New Age music with relaxation theme. Set 2 was a collection of Jazz and Rock music. Set 1 was played for Group 1, and Set 2 was played for Group 2 for two hours. It is assumed to have users relaxed (low arousal state) with the relaxing music and tensioned/hyper (high arousal state) with the Rock and Jazz music. Thus, the data are expected to be different in each time of recording with the initially generated profile which was created in the first five minutes. After this experiment, user profiling on about 50 users is completed, and it can be used for further analysis.

In the second experiment, 50 participants were selected (80% from the first experiment), and a random set of music was being played to detect and analyze their behaviors and emotions based on the generated profiles in the first experiment using SVM with the Gaussians kernel and ANN. Processing the surrounding objects in a place gives a sense of what is happening in that proximity.

In the following, the methodology of recording the keyboard keystroke dynamics and mouse features are being elaborated.

A. Keystroke Dynamics

Keystroke dynamics are a habitual rhythmic pattern of typing which is usually used for user identification for many years. There are three major features in keystroke dynamics as below [18]:

- Key down-to-down
- Key down-to-up
- Key up-to-down

Besides the above three main features, 15 sub-features can be extracted. The following 15 features are based on digraphs (two-letter combinations) and trigraphs (three-letter combinations) [15]:

- \(KF1\): The duration between 1st and 2nd down keys of the digraphs.
- \(KF2\): The duration of the 1st key of the digraphs.
- \(KF3\): Duration between 1st key up and next key down of the digraphs.
- \(KF4\): The duration of the 2nd key of the digraphs.
- \(KF5\): The duration of the digraphs from 1st key down to last key up.
- \(KF6\): The number of key events that were part of the graph.
- \(KF7\): The duration between 1st and 2nd down keys of the trigraphs.
- \(KF8\): The duration of the 1st key of the trigraphs.
- \(KF9\): Duration between 1st key up and next key down of trigraphs.
- \(KF10\): The duration between 2nd and 3rd down keys of the trigraphs.
- \(KF11\): The duration of the 2nd key of the trigraphs.
- \(KF12\): Duration between 2nd key up and next key down of trigraphs.
- \(KF13\): The duration of the third key of the trigraphs.
- \(KF14\): The duration of the trigraphs from 1st key down to last key up.
- \(KF15\): The number of key events that were part of the graph.

Classification of these features with SVM and ANN classifiers have proved to be effective and promising with the accuracy of 85.2% for nervousness and 91.24% for the fright emotion [15].

B. Mouse Interactions

There is a large amount of research in mouse interaction analysis. They are based on the mouse movements, mouse clicks, and even mouse sleepiness. A mouse movement generates a racing line path, called curve, which may or may not be linear. At every moment, mouse position can be read by its coordinates of \((x,y)\). The combination of coordinates and
time can compute the velocity, acceleration, direction, and path. The calculated mouse movement features are listed below [19]:

- The length of the mouse racing line
- The zero crossings
- The maximum deviation of the values
- Average of the racing line values
- The standard deviation of the racing line
- The variance of the racing line
- Correction function of the curve

Application of the above features alone recently obtained an impressive accuracy in emotion recognition between 78.7% for fright and 93% for neutral emotions [18, 20].

V. EVALUATION

The PANAS psychological scale is a standard method for measuring the valence [21]. We have used a similar scale for the arousal dimension in the scale of -2 to 2. The value of 0 is considered as the neutral state of the user. Studies show that higher arousal causes slightly more and faster keystroke dynamics and mouse interactions. On the other hand, relaxed users (low arousal) might have fewer keystroke dynamics and slower mouse movements with less velocity [15, 18]. In order to evaluate the model, the value of 0 is considered as the mean value for the Neutral emotion. The values of -1 and 1 denote Low Arousal (Calming emotions) and High Arousal (Arousing emotions) respectively. Value ranges of [-2,-1) and (1,2] belong to more relaxed (LA-) and aroused users (HA+).

The average of recorded data in the first stage (first five minutes) was considered as a Neutral state. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 depict users’ arousal levels for Group 1 with relaxing music, and Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the change of high arousals for Group 2.

A. Measuring Typo-Errors

There is some research to correlate user typo mistakes with their emotional states and arousal levels. It shows that higher arousal increases typo errors (it increases the number of backspace keystrokes), however, lower arousal (calming emotions) causes fewer typo errors [16, 22]. In addition to the recorded arousal levels, typo errors were also measured and averaged for each group. Fig. 6 presents the typo errors occurred by two groups in two hours while typing on the keyboard (if necessary) in the experiment. The typo errors are measured by counting the number of “backspace” key pressed.

![Fig. 2. HV levels of Group 1 with relaxation music](image_url)

![Fig. 3. Average of LA levels change in Group 1 with relaxation music](image_url)

![Fig. 4. HV levels of Group 2 with Rock and Jazz music](image_url)

![Fig. 5. Average of HV change in Group 2 with Rock and Jazz music](image_url)

![Fig. 6. Typo errors recorded by two groups in different stages](image_url)
B. Investigation of Dependency through Paired t-Test

The Paired t-Test is applied to measure the difference significance of the collected data presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4. Since the collected data are dependent and was captured from the same persons periodically, the Paired t-Test has been selected to compare the changes in time. The t-Test has been running for 3 times on Calming Ambience and Arousing Ambience. The first test compares the neutral state of the users (level value at 0.0) with the initially collected data. The second test compares the initial data with the data collected in the 1st hour. And the third test compares the collected data at the 1st hour with the 2nd hour. TABLE 1 shows the results of the Paired t-Test on the present data in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Paired t-Test among various states for low and high arousal</th>
<th>Neutral State - Initial State</th>
<th>Initial State - 1st Hour</th>
<th>1st Hour - 2nd Hour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Arousal (LA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-Test</td>
<td>0.2219</td>
<td>14.9458</td>
<td>10.3763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.8262</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>0.1100</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>(-0.251,0.202)</td>
<td>(0.398,0.526)</td>
<td>(0.236,0.353)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Arousal (HA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-Test</td>
<td>1.5071</td>
<td>11.8721</td>
<td>8.5651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>0.1448</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>(-0.262,0.040)</td>
<td>(-0.598,-0.421)</td>
<td>(-0.378,-0.231)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In TABLE 1, the 1st t-Test result shows that there is no significant difference between the Neutral state and the Initial state. This behavior could also be expected as the initial state was recorded a few minutes after the neutral state. Even though the environment has affected the users somehow, but the differences are not statistically significant. The comparison between 2nd and 3rd t-Test results clearly states the higher difference in the 2nd Test. It means that the environment affects the users mostly in the 1st hour. The changes made in the 2nd hour are not as significant as in the 1st hour.

C. Model Accuracy

Learning from the change of the user’s tension levels during the 2-hour session could provide a predictive model to be used in an AC system as a reference for further predictions. We used SVM classifier with the ANN kernel to evaluate the prediction accuracy of the proposed AmSiP model.

At the very first stage, the system needs to create a base model for each individual user to find out their standard neutral emotional state in the first five minutes. Then the model was created through the users’ interactions and changes in their tension levels. TABLE 2 provides the accuracies of detection and their false positive (FP) rates based on the AmSiP model. It is presented with the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) threshold of 0.1 (2.5%) for the true positive (TP) values.

AmSiP model could estimate the user’s emotion collaboratively by measuring the emotion of other people in the same cluster as well as the affect of other objects. Usually, an easy and simple clustering can be based on a mutual location. The results of t-Test in TABLE 1 already showed that the users in the same environment share a common emotional pattern. In addition, cross-user emotion detection was performed to compare the detection result, with the explicitly direct (concentrated) emotional arousal recognition. The recorded dataset in two stages was selected for cross-user emotion detection (collaborative emotion estimation). Each emotion of the user was estimated by considering the other users and objects in the same environment. The calculated implicit estimation was quite reliable but with 15% – 20% less accuracy (and higher MAE) than the explicit (concentrated) methodology introduced in [15, 18, 23].

VI. DISCUSSION

All the classic object processing methods, including image processing, voice recognition, and signal processing concentrate on the objects only. When the object is out of the system access, it would stop further processing because there is no more data to be processed. According to the reported results, the AmSiP model provides a slightly lower accuracy without any knowledge about the object itself, however, the conventional models cannot estimate any values with blind knowledge about the object. The object’s features and characteristics may be estimated by analyzing the features and/or affects of other accessible objects by the system. This estimation may not be very accurate, but the system is still able to capture more information about the target which is out of the sensors’ access.

Deploying AC systems can be foreseen in the future applications. Through understanding human emotions, computers can offer enhanced interaction with their users by providing suitable services and interfaces [24]. These interactions make more natural communication experience with computers, which results in higher user trust and usability.

AmSiP is a new model of processing the objects to retrieve the information. Exercising AmSiP in AC can bring up a new research topic that might be extended in different areas such as HCI, Recommender Systems, Computational Advertising, etc.

In AmSiP, it is important to identify the most relevant objects, and their features and affects, and to cluster them into various surroundings. However, all identified objects may not be relevant to our target subject. To estimate the value of $f(O_{n+1})$, the objects in the same or relevant group should be considered. Therefore, there would be two major groups of relevant ($R_d$) and irrelevant ($I_{od}$) groups of objects (Eq. 6).

$$\exists \{ R_{el} = [Sur_{p1}, ..., Sur_{q}] \} \in Env$$

The features of the relevant objects ($R_d$) are directly required and useful for $f(O_{n+1})$, however, the features of irrelevant objects ($I_{od}$) can distract the estimation of $f(O_{n+1})$ and produce noise (Eq. 7). Eliminating the irrelevant objects can enhance the system accuracy.
\[ F(R_{el}) \rightarrow f(O_{n+1}) \]
\[ F(I_{rel})! \rightarrow f(O_{n+1}) \]

Defining the relevant and irrelevant objects for \( O_{el} \) is itself an open challenge in this model, and it requires further research.

VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS

This paper presented a novel conceptual model, which processes and analyzes the relevant actions as well as objects in an environment to extract the other specific object features in the neighborhood. This concept is a step forward from the classic concept with a focused concentration on the accessible object features. To validate the efficiency of AmSiP model in an AC system, several experiments were conducted. The system could validate the users’ emotions through their interactions with a computer using keyboard keystroke dynamics and mouse interactions analysis. The t-Test results of this experiment proved that there is a significant influence of the environment on the users. The results of SVM showed that this model is reliable and can detect human emotions in the absence of access to other users. The AC system was tested by forecasting the emotions of a user by considering the other users and possible influences in the same environment. In comparison with other techniques which use direct access methods, the prediction was reliable but with 15% ~ 20% less accuracy. However, this model has the superiority of identifying the features which the direct techniques are not able to provide.

AmSiP is not a technique, but it is a new concept of looking at the surroundings to obtain the required information implicitly. It shows the importance of the objects and their effects that they were ignored previously in the analysis. This solution works with a concept which says: “the more objects you have, the more information you may get.” In our future research, we will apply AmSiP on collaborative recommender systems [25] and develop a standard framework for AmSiP.
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